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Syllabus

CS 678

Advanced Natural Language Processing

Instructors

Ziyu Yao (ziyuyao [at] gmu [dot] edu)
O�ce Hours: Email for appointments.

TA

TBD (XXX [at] gmu [dot] edu)

O�ce Hours: TBD

Meets

Thursday, 4:30 to 7:10 PM, Horizon Hall 2016.
Safe Return to Campus: Students are expected to follow the university's Safe-Return-to-Campus Policy (including mask wearing, daily
health check, etc.) for attending any classes. Please check out the policy before coming to the campus and the classroom. Note that

students who choose not to abide by these expectations will be referred to the O�ce of Student Conduct for failure to comply.

Course Web Page

https://nlp.cs.gmu.edu/course/cs678-fall23/.
We will use Blackboard for course materials/assignments/grading, and Piazza for Q&A (sign up link: TBD).

Course Description

Massive amounts of information in our daily life are expressed in natural language. In this class, we will study building computing sys-

tems that can process, understand, and communicate in natural language. The class will start with an introduction to the foundations
of natural language processing (NLP), and then focus on cutting-edge research problems in NLP. Each section will introduce a particu-
lar problem or phenomenon in natural language, describe why it is di�cult to model, and demonstrate recent models that were de-

signed to tackle this problem. In the process of doing so, the class will cover different techniques that are useful in creating and apply-
ing neural network models. The class will include assignments, short quizzes, and a �nal project.

Learning Outcomes

Be familiar fundamental NLP problems and the methods powering the current state-of-the-art in language technologies, such

as large pre-trained neural language models;
Understand the limitations of current technologies and be able to make informed decisions about addressing them using ad-
vanced machine learning techniques;
Design, implement, and evaluate a computing-based solution to address a language-related problem using state-of-the-art

tools.

Prerequisites

CS 580 (Intro to AI) or CS 584 (Data Mining). You should be pro�cient in (a) Algorithms and Data Structures and (b) Probability and
Statistics (STAT 344) or equivalent. Students should be experienced with writing substantial programs in Python. Please contact the in-

structor if you have questions about the necessary background.

Class Format

The class will be in-person. As the class aims to provide skills necessary to familiarize the students with, and to do cutting-edge NLP
research, the classes and assignments will be at least partially implementation-focused. In general, each class will take the following
format:

Reading: Before some lectures, you will be pointed to some reading materials (see "Reading Materials" in course schedule) that
you should read before coming to class that day.
Summary/Elaboration/Questions: The instructor will summarize the important points of the reading material, elaborate on de-

tails that were not included in the reading while �elding any questions. Finally, new material on cutting-edge methods, or a deep
look into one salient method will be covered.
Demo/Code Walk: In some classes we will walk through some demonstration code that implements a simple version of the

main concepts presented in the reading material.

Grading

There will be no midterm or �nal exam. Your �nal grade will be dependent on:
Three homework assignments (40%): In the �rst weeks of the semester, we will have two programming assignments (each worth 10%
of your grade, to be completed independently) to ensure that everybody gets a minimal hands-on experience with building state-of-the-

art neural networks for NLP. The third assignment (worth 20% of your grade) will be a longer one, where you will experience the full
pipeline of building a dataset and a NLP solution for a problem. These assignments will be useful (if not necessary) for implementing
your projects later in the class.

HW0: Preliminaries and Introduction
HW1: Implementing a small BERT model

HW2: Text Classi�cation from Scratch

https://nlp.cs.gmu.edu/author/ziyu-yao/
https://www2.gmu.edu/safe-return-campus
https://nlp.cs.gmu.edu/course/cs678-fall23/
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Bonus questions and points will be available for all homeworks. All homeworks are to be done individually. You should complete the
collaboration questions at the end of each homework, to denote whether you received/provided help from/to any classmates.

Quizzes (15%): To make sure everyone learns the core concepts taught in the class, we will have 5 take-home quizzes (each worth 3%
of your grade). These will be released on Blackboard, and you will have 5 days to complete them (individually). They will only have a

few questions with an answer that will not require more than 4-5 sentences.

Project (45%): The bulk of your grade will be based on a group research project related to the topics we will discuss in class. The

groups will be of 2-3 people.
Please check out this webpage for details and requirements for the project. Brie�y, the project will consist of the following
milestones:

Checkpoint 1: Project Proposal and Baseline Implementation (15%): The �rst checkpoint involves a proposal of a project topic
and a small literature survey regarding this topic. In the survey, explain the task that you would like to tackle in concrete terms,
and also cover relevant recent research on the topic. You will also need to include a rough plan towards accomplishing the �nal

project.
Then you will attempt to reproduce the evaluation numbers of a state-of-the-art baseline model for the task of interest. In other
words, you must get the same numbers as the previous paper on the same dataset.

Checkpoint 2: Final Project Report (30%): The �nal project work will be expected to resemble a novel research contribution, de-
pending on the project you selected. See here for details.
Your �nal project report will also involve a presentation: In the last class (and before the Final Report due date), you will present

your �nal project in the class. Requirements on the presentation will be provided by the instructor.

Letter Grade Points (out of 100)

A 94-100

A- 90-93

B+ 86-89

B 83-85

B- 80-82

C+ 76-79

C 73-75

C- 70-72

D 60-69

F 0-59

Late Day Policy: In case there are unforeseen circumstances that don’t let you turn in your assignments on time, 4 late days total over
the three assignments will be allowed (late days may not be applied to the project deliverables). Note that the second assignment is
harder than the �rst one, and the third assignment is harder that the other two, so it’d be a good idea to try to save your late days for
the later assignments if possible. Assignments that are late beyond the allowed late days will be graded down one half-grade per day

late.

Readings

For each topic/class the instructor will provide a list of papers as suggested readings. Students should be able to understand the
course content just by following the lecture and by doing the readings. However, the following textbooks serve as good references.

Jurafsky and Martin, Speech and Language Processing, 3rd edition [online] (Referred to as "JM");
Jacob Eisenstein, Natural Language Processing [online] (Referred to as "Eisenstein");
Yoav Goldberg, Neural Network Methods in Natural Language Processing [publisher] [online primer pdf] (Referred to as "Gold-

berg-Publisher/Primer"); Note that the "publisher" version can be downloaded if you use the school VPN.

Tentative Schedule

We will try to cover a lot of ground in the �rst weeks in order to lay the foundations for the projects, but then we will focus more on spe-
ci�c NLP tasks and Linguistics phenomena.

Date Topic Assignment Details Reading Materials

08/22 Introduction and Class Outline; Intro to
Language Modeling and Neural Network (Ba-
sics & Feedforward NN)

All Homeworks Released JM Ch7.1-7.4, JM Ch4-5; Eisenstein Ch2; & Goldberg-Primer Ch6.1-
6.3 (Feedforward NN);
Introduction to Pytorch

08/29 Word Embeddings; Binary/Multiclass
Classi�cation; Neural Language Modeling:
Recurrent Neural Networks

HW0 due 09/01 JM Ch3, Ch9.1-9.3;
Prof. Durrett's lecture note 1 & 2 ;

09/05 Distributional Semantics, and Contextual
Representations (ELMo, Self-Attention, BERT)

Quiz1 released, due 09/10 JM Ch6; Goldberg-Publisher Ch10.4; Mikolov et al., 2013a & 2013b;
Vaswani et al., 2017 (Transformer);
Peters et al., 2018 (ELMo);
Devlin et al., 2019 (BERT)
An easy-to-read blog post on Transformer language models

09/12 Lang Generation; NN Architectures: Encoder-
Decoder/Decoder-only, Attention, and
Transformers

HW1 due 09/15 JM Ch11.2-11.5 (Seq2Seq), Ch9.7-9.8 (Transformer);
Bahdanau et al. 2015 (attention);
Vaswani et al., 2017 (Transformer);
An easy-to-read blog post on attention

https://nlp.cs.gmu.edu/course/cs678-fall23/project
https://nlp.cs.gmu.edu/course/cs678-fall23/project
https://web.stanford.edu/~jurafsky/slp3/
https://github.com/jacobeisenstein/gt-nlp-class/blob/master/notes/eisenstein-nlp-notes.pdf
https://www.morganclaypool.com/doi/abs/10.2200/S00762ED1V01Y201703HLT037?journalCode=hlt
https://u.cs.biu.ac.il/~yogo/nnlp.pdf
https://pytorch.org/tutorials/beginner/deep_learning_60min_blitz.html
https://www.cs.utexas.edu/~gdurrett/courses/sp2021/perc-lr-connections.pdf
https://www.cs.utexas.edu/~gdurrett/courses/sp2021/multiclass.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1301.3781.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1310.4546.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1706.03762.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1802.05365.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1810.04805.pdf
https://jalammar.github.io/illustrated-gpt2/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1409.0473.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1706.03762.pdf
https://jalammar.github.io/visualizing-neural-machine-translation-mechanics-of-seq2seq-models-with-attention/
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09/19 Transfer Learning; Large Language Models
(LLMs) & Scaling Laws

Quiz2 released, due 09/24 Exploring the Limits of Transfer Learning... (Raffel et al., JMLR 2020,
"T5");
Nucleus sampling (Holtzmann et al., ICLR 2020);
Scaling Laws for Neural Language Models (Kaplan et al., 2020);
Training Compute-Optimal Large Language Models (Hoffmann et al.,
2022);
PaLM: Scaling Language Modeling with Pathways (Chowdhery et al.,
2022)

09/26 LLM Advancement: Prompt-based Learning,
Tool Augmentation, and More

Quiz3 released, due 10/01 Pre-train, Prompt, and Predict... (Liu et al., 2021, survey paper);
Pre�x tuning... Prompts for Generation (Li & Liang, ACL 2021);
Chain-of-Thought Prompting (Wei et al., 2022);
Chameleon Plug-and-Play (Lu et al., 2023)

10/03 NLP Interpretability and Explainability HW2 due 10/06 LIME; e-SNLI; Hewitt&Liang'19; CheckList

10/10 NO CLASS (Fall Break; rescheduled for
Monday class meeting)

10/17 Sequence Labeling and Syntactic Parsing Quiz4 released, due 10/22 JM Ch8; JM Ch12.1-12.2, 12.6, 13.1-13.4 (constituency), 14 (depen-
dency);
Chen&Manning, 2014;
Dozat&Manning, 2017

10/24 Semantic Parsing Project Checkpoint 1 due
10/27

Eisenstein Ch12-13;
Zettlemoyer&Collins, 2005;
Berant et al., 2013;
Dong&Lapata, 2016;
Spider (Yu et al., 2018);
Uni�edSKG (Xie et al., 2022)

10/31 Machine Translation and Multilingual NLP Eisenstein 18.1-18.2
Neural Machine Translation... with Subword Units (Sennrich et al.,
ACL 2016);
Beyond English-centric multilingual machine translation (Fan et al.,
2020);
MAD-X: Multi-task cross lingual transfer (Pfeiffer et al., EMNLP
2020);
Hershcovich et al., 2022;
Liu et al., 2021;
Bird, 2020;
Lent et al., 2021;

11/07 Language Generation (Dialog, Summarization,
etc.)

Quiz5 released, due 11/12 Holtzman et al., 2020;
Ranzato et al., 2016;
Maynez et al., 2020;
Sellam et al., 2020;
See et al., 2017

11/14 Question Answering and Dataset Biases JM Ch23; ACL20 tutorial

QA over text: Chen et al., 2017 (DrQA);
Lee et al., 2019 (ORQA);
Zhu et al., 2021 (survey);
QA over structured data:Pasupat&Liang, 2015 (Table QA); Yih et al.,
2015 (KBQA); Rajpurkar et al., 2016

11/21 Human-AI Interaction and Ethics; Wrap-up Interactivity: Wang et al., 2016;
Hancock et al., 2019;
guidelines for human-AI interaction;
InstructGPT&RLHF;
Ethics: Zhao et al., 2017;
Rudinger et al., 2018;
Gebru et al., 2018

11/28 Project Checkpoint 2 Presentation Final Project Report due
12/03

Honor Code

The class enforces the GMU Honor Code, and the more speci�c honor code policy special to the Department of Computer Science.
You will be expected to adhere to this code and policy.

Note to Students

Take care of yourself! As a student, you may experience a range of challenges that can interfere with learning, such as strained rela-

tionships, increased anxiety, substance use, global pandemics, feeling down, di�culty concentrating and/or lack of motivation. All of
us bene�t from support during times of struggle. There are many helpful resources available on campus and an important part of hav-
ing a healthy life is learning how to ask for help. Asking for support sooner rather than later is almost always helpful. GMU services are
available, and treatment does work. You can learn more about con�dential mental health services available on campus at: https://cap-

s.gmu.edu/. Support is always available (24/7) from Counseling and Psychological Services: 703-527-4077.

Disabilities

If you have a documented learning disability or other condition which may affect academic performance, make sure this documenta-
tion is on �le with the O�ce of Disability Services and come talk to me about accommodations. I will work with you to ensure that ac-

commodations are provided as appropriate. If you suspect that you may have a disability and would bene�t from accommodations but
are not yet registered with the O�ce of Disability Services, I encourage you to contact them at ods@gmu.edu.

NEXT

CS 678 Course Project

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1910.10683.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1904.09751.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2107.13586.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/2021.acl-long.353.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2201.11903.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2304.09842.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1602.04938
https://proceedings.neurips.cc/paper/2018/file/4c7a167bb329bd92580a99ce422d6fa6-Paper.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/D19-1275.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.04118
https://aclanthology.org/D14-1082.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1611.01734.pdf
https://homes.cs.washington.edu/~lsz/papers/zc-uai05.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/D13-1160.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1601.01280.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1809.08887.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2201.05966.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1508.07909.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2010.11125.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.00052.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2203.10020.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/2021.emnlp-main.818.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/2020.coling-main.313.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/2021.conll-1.5.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1904.09751.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1511.06732.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.00661.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.04696.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1704.04368.pdf
https://github.com/danqi/acl2020-openqa-tutorial
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1704.00051.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1906.00300.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2101.00774.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/P15-1142.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/P15-1128.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1606.05250.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/P16-1224.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1901.05415.pdf
http://erichorvitz.com/Guidelines_Human_AI_Interaction.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2203.02155.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.09457.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1804.09301.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1803.09010.pdf
https://oai.gmu.edu/mason-honor-code/
https://cs.gmu.edu/resources/honor-code/
https://caps.gmu.edu/
http://www.gmu.edu/student/drc
https://nlp.cs.gmu.edu/course/cs678-fall23/project/
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